INTRODUCTION
The text of Ezra-Nehemiah reflects a severe conflict situation in post-exilic Judaean society. In fact, whilst the text relates only a limited number of events from the history of the post-exilic Judaean society, each of these is characterized by stark conflict.
Within the narrative, different socio-historic situations are thus presupposed, yet in some way or another these have all been integrated into one literary presentation. The result is that the reader often gets the impression that the text, in essence, relates one continuous conflict. And this conflict in Ezra-Nehemiah, on the surface at least, seems to
The second part of the investigation concerns the issues at stake in the various conflicts that are narrated in the text. On the surface, once again, things seem plain enough: the conflict primarily revolves around the rebuilding of the temple and the city walls of Jell,!Salem. A closer look at certain aspects of the text, however, reveals that, there is probably much more to the conflict than initially meets the eye.
This article, then, aims to show that
• what is portrayed as an external conflict in fact has a serious internal dimension;
• the heart of the conflict lies not so much in disputes over building rights, but rather in the central issue of acCess to the community of returned exiles.
EXTERNAL OR INTERNAL CONFLICT?
Ezra-Nehemiah certainly reflects serious conflict between the Judaeans returned from exile and other parties, in particular the non-Judaean inhabitants of Jerusalem and environments. As narrated, the conflict initially derives from the Judaeans' refusal to allow others to participate in the rebuilding of the temple in Jerusalem. This leads to opposition from local inhabitants, opposition which is, according to the narrative, sustained over an extended period of time (Ezra 4-6).
In similar vein, Nehemiah's initiative to restore the wall surrounding Jerusalem immediately results in serious conflict with various non-Judaean parties (Neh 2ft Although this incident represents an isolated case of internal strife in the narrative, and although the situation was apparently resolved easily, even unanimously (Neh 5:12-13), it does at least reveal severe economic tensions within the JUd3ean community.
Internal tension is also indicated by Nehemiah's accusations that a number of people within the Judaean community (specifically Semaiah and Noadiah) were auemptingto intimidate him and to lure him into a trap (Neh 6:10-14). He also refers to active correspondence and close ties between prominent Judaeans and his arch-enemy, Tobiah. These people would even defend Tobiah before Nehemiah and assure him of Tobiah's gOod qualities 
SOME CRUCIAL ISSUES IN THE CONFLICT
What then lies at the root of the whole conflict? At first glance one might suspect that the conflict in ~e narrative binges on the resettling of large numbers of returned exiles and their attempts to rebuild the temple and the city walls of Jerusalem. However, not all the conflict narrated is related to the rebuilding of the temple and the city walls. Indeed, the fact that the conflict was not only external, but also internal, suggests that there was more to it. Precisely because the narrative is so vague about a number of crucial issues, and in particular the identity of the parties in the conflict and their respective aims, it is necessary to take a closer look..
In the frrst instance it is striking that, in the conflict over the rebuilding of the temple (Ezra 4-6), the narrative is very vague about the identity of the parties. In the narrative the people offering help to rebuild the temple are introduced right at the outset as ''the enemies of Judah and Benjamin" (Ezra. 4: 1). The only further information offered in the text concerning these people is that they were earlier brought here by the Assyrian king, Esarbaddon -in other words they are, in the view of the narrative, foreigners.
These facts led Ackroyd -after dismissing suggestions to identify these people with the Samaritans as anachronistic -to make the following cautious remark: ''We shoulc;l rather recognize the probability that a conflict of views among groups within the community is being conducted with the kind of ~tuperation which is all too common in religio-political quarrels" (Ackroyd 1991:123; my italics-WCvW) .
Secondly, the narrative offers no satisfactory explanation for the motives of either In addition, the fierce reaction to this rebuttal -amounting to intimidation (Ezra 4:4), bribery (Ezra 4:5) and continuous complaints to the Persian king (Ezra 4:6-16) -is not explained by the narrative either. Such reaction must surely be rooted in more than just a feeling of rejection. That those outside the Judaean community indeed experienced the unilateral reconstruction of the temple as a threat, is implied clearly by including the misplaced and aQachronistic letter of Rehum and Shimshai (Ezra 4:9-16) and the extended correspondence between Tattenai, Shethar Bozenai 'and king Darius at this point in the narrative. Why then, could one ask, is the temple such a threat to people who might not worship there? Surely, neither the mere existence of the building nor the religious ceremonies performed there could realistically pose. such a severe threat.
Here I want to offer a suggestion. I would like to suggest that the ensuing animosity actually stems from the exclusion of the local population from the community of returned Judaean exiles, since the Judaeans' greatest asset was neither a building nor the gifts for the temple, but rather a dynamic community. In all probability, this community returned from the heart of contemporary civilization possessing certain skills, contacts and material means to further their own interests more effectively than the local population (contra Smith-Christopher 1994) . In addition, a reconstructed temple would ensure growing numbers of people flocking to Jerusalem -where the Judaeans would then effectively control the temple. And by controlling the temple, the Judaeans would also be in a position to control both the local economy and society at large.
This fits in very well with the issue of mixed marriages described in Ezra 7-10.
The whole aim of Ezra's actions is to exclude the local population from the Judaean community. This is quite clear from the formulation of Ezra 9:1-2 (RSV):
The people of Israel, the priests, and the Levites have not separated themselves from the peoples of the lands with their abominations, from the
Canaanites, the Hittites, the Perizzites, the Jebusites, the Ammonites, the Moabites, the Egyptians, and the Amorites. And. although the motivation given for dissolving the mixed marriages is primarily religious, it goes hand in hand with a more materialistic motivation, namely to ensure that the Judaean community will continue prospering: ''Therefore do not give your daughters to their sons, neither take their daughters for your sons, and never seek their peace or prosperity, so that you may be strong and eat the good of the land and leave it for an inheritance to your children forever" (E2Za 9: 12; RSV -notice the purpose clause introduced by l.t'tl'?). In the face of competition for land and resources, maintaining an exclusive Judaean community thus serves the interests of members of this community.
This is confirmed by Smith-Christopher (1994:247) who asserts that sociological studies have indeed shown that such considerations often play a prominent role in the propagation of endogamy.
In the book of Nehemiah, the narrative describing the conflict over the rebuilding of the city wall in many respects resembles the earlier narrative on the reconstruction of the temple. Once again conflict erupts over a building project. Once again the reasons for the opposition to the building of the wall are not properly explained in the narrativeSanballat's fears of rebellion against the Persian king (Neh 2:19; 6:6-7) can hardly be seen as legitimate, being expressed immediately after the narrative reports ~ehemiah handing his letters of authorization from the Persian king to the local governors (Neh 2:9). Moreover, Nehemiah immediately denies these accusations, and the rest o( the narrative in no way suggests to the reader that the Judaeans are even considering rebelling against the Persian king.
The narrative thus once more fails to give a satisfactory explanation of the interests Sanballat, Tobiah, Geshem, the Arabs, the Ammonites and. the people from 
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The lll1111re o/tlu COlljllct in Eua-NehemJllh such an explanation should take cognizance of the fact that the narrative does not overtly portray the real extent of conflict within the Judaean community, and that it also does not offer satisfactory explanations concerning the issues at stake in the conflict and the intensity with which the various parties seek to either ensure or prevent the reconstruction of the temple, the community and the city wall. The Chronicler has probably simplified the picture by reducing the peOple to two interested parties, the one being returned Jews who were eager to rebuild Jerusalem and at the same time to foster purity of race and worship. the other being the "adversaries", among whom he clearly included not only the Samaritans but by implication all people in Judea who were not returned exiles.
CONCLUSION
By covering up the extent of tensions within the Judaean community itself: and by being vague about the identity and motives of all other parties, the narrative aims at presenting events as a conflict between a unified Judaean community and malicious outsiders.
Every description of conflict puts the "enemies of Judah and Benjamin" in a bad light.
Even if the motives of the Judaeans are not always unambiguous, they at least seem to be religious in nature. By contrast, however, it always remains unclear exactly who their opponents are and what possibly legitimate motives they might have had for their actions.
Furthermore, the narrative often shows these opPonents resorting to subversive means in order to achieve their aims. It thus becomes evident that the narrative wishes to arouse sympathy from its readership for its Judaean protagonists, thereby at the same time precluding any debate on contentious issues within the Judaean community itself.
The vagueness about crucial issues involved in the conflicts surrounding the rebuilding of the temple and the city wall serves exactly the same purpose. wishes to distract the attention of its readers from matters that could be controversial within the ludaean community, such as the issue of the exclusivity of the community.
For this reason also the conflicts surrounding the rebuilding of the temple and the city wall are presented as external conflicts instigated and continuously fuelled by malicious outsiders.
However, by recognizing how the identities and motives of "the enemies" have been ignored or distorted in the narrative, and by explioitly -linking the roots of the conflicts surrounding the rebuilding of the temple and the city wall to the conflict about an exclusive ludaean community in Ezra 7-10, it becomes possible to give a plausible explanation for all the conflict related in Ezra-Nehemiah: the heart of the conflict lies not so much in disputes over building rights, but rather in the issue of access to the community of returned exiles. And at the time of the composition of the text, this was evidently still a sensitive issue within the Judaean community.
